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Objectives of the study

- Investigate and understand why smallholder farmers do not want to use eNAM, even though it has real and measurable benefits.

- Analyze the function of FPO in India to protect the interests of small farmers using eNAM by securing ownership rights and equitable distribution.
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Observations and suggestions....1

- Need justification for study area section (Bihar and West Bengal)
- Method of conducting pilot survey is absent
- Study rarely discusses how?
- Need critical discussion of the observations for drawing conclusion
- No conclusion for second objective
Observations and suggestions...2

- Along with SFAC, NABARD and other organisation like (NGO, trust) can promote FPO

- Need revision in the text:
  - Citation (APC format)
  - Section division
  - Need title and sources for figures
  - References are not in order
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